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Charm of Spontaneity of Camaraderie of 

YES AND!
A 30 minute romantic comedy about a newly 
unbetrothed, quirky woman who relocates to the west 
coast and trips into love at the most unlikeliest place…
the #2 Improv School in Albuquerque, New Mexico. 



ABQ-WEST

ABQ West is a mid-sized improv school started by Mr. ROMAN KANE, his former best 
friend JEREMY LYONS and their wives, after the short lived boom of the local film 
economy. They believed that Albuquerque, New Mexico had enough talent to be 

called the "third city" and that talent needed to be vetted and matured.  

The ABQ is the central hub of the show. It's where much of the improv sketches will 
take place and where Roman and Sari will work out their love affairs separately, then 

together, then somewhat together. It’s a long story…  

Lets meet a few of the characters found in the pilot.  



MEET THE COULD BE LOVERS MEET THE COULD BE LOVERS 

Meet Sari (Pronounced Suh Rye), a 
almost married, off-beat and quirky 

woman who has overcome many 
obstacles in her life, including being left 
at the alter three times by her on again/ 

mostly off again boyfriend Kevin. After 
being stranded at the alter for the final 

time our embarrassed heroine decided 
on a bold move, to finally leave her 

mom's basement and move to the city of 
the first friend to comment on her 

Facebook post. 

Albuquerque, New Mexico here she 
comes, but this new life move would not 

quickly quill her broken heart alone. It will 
take time for Sari to find a harmonious 

mixture between, life, work, comedy and 
emotional support, all while being in 

"love at first sight" with an engaged man. 

SARAH O’CONNER

Mr. ROMAN KANE

Mr. Roman Kane is one of the four co-
founders of ABQ West. Born with wickedly 
handsome, Roman has never played 
understudy to anyone...in Albuquerque.  

Hollywood quickly called the tall, sexy 
thespian and as he began to book small 
roles in indie films, folklore began to flutter 
throughout his desert region homeland 
“Roman is THE MAN”…in Albuquerque  

The Hollywood bustle overwhelmed the 
two time divorced actor who quietly 
relocated back home to start a Improv 
school with his newest wife and local 
theater chums. ABQ Improv's day one 
success, was quickly squashed by a civil 
comedic uprise pitting two founders who 
wanted "Harold" method vs. Roman and 
Lady Catherine's "Spot" method.  After the 
leadership scrum, ABQ West was born and 
Hollywood came calling for Roman once 
again. We meet him just after his 
undisclosed firing from the set of a Texas 
Walker Ranger reboot. 



ABQ WEST PLAYERSABQ WEST PLAYERS 

LADY CATHERINE
MONSTER JOHN LIL TYRONE STUBBS

The sour puss, petty co-founder of ABQ 
West and Mr. Roman Kane’s first second 
wife has made it her life mission to put 

Albuquerque on the map as the "third city" 
of comedy, even if it means having a 

nervous breakdown.

Truck driver by day, lady killer by day 
and late night (it's actually on his 

business card). The wanna-be stunt 
man swears the "Get Er Dun" 

catchphrase was stolen from him 
while on the road with Brad Paisley. 

The brash talking puppet is the 
mouth piece of HENRI, a Russian 

immigrant, who as a child, was given 
the puppet as a transitioning tool for 

his new life in America where he 
learned to speak English by watching 

70’s tv. Little by little the puppet 
became the master. 

CHIA

Roman Kane’s newest fiancé is 
new has her sights set on 

transitioning from the rigor of high 
fashion runway model to leading 

actress in film or television or 
novela, which ever comes first. 

Sari’s  
Nemesis

Sari’s  
Competition



The is a coffee shop-strip club hybrid is the 
brain child of Abu after he learned about the 
speak easy establishments of the Prohibition 
Era. He closed the sex shop of the same name 
and decided to have a place where men can 
enjoy coffee in the am and a nice brandy 
amongst entertainment in the evenings.  

Sari works in the front at the coffee shop only, 
but meets her new besties, BEN (a buddying 
writer) and Zenobia "BURGUNDI" Johnson (a 
flight attendant by day) a bartender in the 
"club portion" at night. She is currently paying 
off a civil settlement from her ex-husband 
whose vintage Airstream she drove off a cliff. 

During this story we never see the back strip 
club portion of the business, but we know it 
exists. 

NEUROTIC EROTIC



MEET THE HOMIES @WORKMEET THE HOMIES @ WORK

BEN 
He has high expectations, but no 

confidence. A genuine and honest 
guy trying to make his way to 
Hollywood as a writer, but has 

limited time to chase his dreams do 
to the pressure to take over his 

regional and semi successful family 
sofa bed empire.  

During this tale we will rout for Ben 
and Sari as they summersault 
through the ups and downs of 

missed opportunities, friend spats 
and 

Loves Sari 
but Stuck in 
her Friend 

Zone

ABU 
Once a Bollywood child star, he left 

his war torn country for America and 
created a small empire and fortune by 

giving what the bored people"adult 
entertainment" with style, caffeine 
and the best chicken wings west of 

the Mississippi.
BURGUNDI 

A book smart, former catalog model moved back to New 
Mexico to soul search. The part time waitress and flight 

attended has a great mind, but a terrible spending problem. 
She works in the back so 

Sari’s 
backbone 
Ride or 

Die



Never call the three bedroom, one filthy 
bath cramped space, which houses five 

room mates plus a AIR BNB guest an 
apartment. Sari crashes here and 

sometimes at Burgundi's studio hi-rise 
apartment she shares with other flight 

attendants.  

Cousin Harold has one room, four guys 
share another and the third is the "War 

Room", which is filled with failed 
business presentations, musty furniture. 

HAROLD’S LAIR

Sari comes to New Mexico with nothing but random 
boxes, un opened wedding gifts and $37 dollars.  

She fits comfortable on any sized couch or futon.



HAROLD 
Cyber famous for being 

the only one in his crew to 
have shaken the hand of 

Steve Jobs prides himself on 
being a self starting, idea 

magnet. At least that's what 
his OK Cupid profile claims 

LUCKY 
The super hot nerd and 

former college place kicker 
is better known for turning 

down a $ 2 million offer from 
Google then having his twin 
sister give away his idea for 
free at a Halloween party. 

MARV 
The love able slacker too 

smart for his own good. He 
can never lie, it's not in his 
nature, and once you tell 

him a secret it is in the vault 
forever...or at least until 

Happy Hour. 

rubenstien 
The smartest of the crew 

makes his living by writing 
code for his father's science 

blog and throwing live 
parties that turn 1980's 

video games into recreate 
live action reenactments. 

MEET THE ROOMIES MEET THE ROOMIES 

Leader 
of the  
Pack

Brains of 
the  Pack

Glue 
of the 
Pack

Hottie of 
the  Pack



MEET THE MELVIN MEET THE MELVIN 

There is much to be learned about the mystery man adopted by a Bulgarian circus while 
visiting Western Tennessee.  

His life has been full of miracles since birth. In his teens, he worked as a pin man in a bowling 
alley owned by Whitey Bulger, at sixteen he joined to the army became the youngest 
sergeant in history, only to be captured and escape a POW camp in Korea.  

He has been extolled as the only man on record to ever have a romantic relationship with 
Dinah Shore, Marilyn McCoo, and Barack Obama’s mom during his summers working as a 
lifeguard in Hawaii, the secretly wealthy introvert still has life goals.   

One thing our characters can know for sure is when the gravelly voiced sage spins his "juju"  
it will help any lost soul find their way. His one requirement is honesty, a Broadway show tune 
sung live, and some sort homemade baked pastry as tribute. 

We meet The Melvin in the pilot episode and Sari visits him often for the fatherly advice he 
offers through well crafted parables. Throughout this tale his full face will be hidden from us 
for our safety.



THE PILOT THE PILOT 

Sari (pronounced Suh-Rye) O'Connor has always gotten the short end of the life's hyperbole stick.  After being stranded at the alter for the third and final time by her long time boyfriend Kevin, 

Sari packed up her life and moved to the city of the first family member that commented on her Facebook post...Albuquerque, New Mexico.  

Getting a job was easy for the spunky and care-free former Chicagoan. A Craigslist job post led her to a spastic interview where she was immediately hired and the Neurotic Erotic. The 

Neurotic Erotic, is a small coffee shop-strip club hybrid that serves lattes in the front and a no pants dance in the back of the establishment. The two separate business joined by a long narrow 

hallway is the brain child of ABU, a Pakistani man who doesn't like to live life all judgmental and Hindu-ee.  

Nailing an interview and getting a job in the "latte" portion of the coffee bar/giggly room was a easy quest compared to finding a comfortable domicile. For this fete, she enlisted help from her 

favorite cousin HAROLD who offers her a temporary abode. However, living in the cluttered three bed apartment with her first cousin and his three business partners (LUCKY, MARV and 

RUBENSTEIN) is anything but comfortable. Sari grabs the breakfast nook turned conference room turned futon enabled sleeping space into her own, but quickly realizes her geeky roommates 

idiosyncratic behavior leave much to be desired.   

These pawns of the next cyber generation are in a creative stupor themselves. They have 72 hours until the biggest pitch of their young careers. A good idea could put them on a Mark 

Zuckerberg trajectory, a bad one will result in an eviction.     

The fast, self starter zaps up any and every shift at the coffee shop and meets a few friends in the mix. BEN (sweet and sensitive), a budding comedy sketch writer and BURGUNDI, the hot 

tempered flight attendant by day and giggly room bartender at night make great fellows for Sari's bro humor and offbeat quips.  

The coffee shop shares a long laugh after Ben's (aka Mr. Lovah Lovah) local television commercial airs, which features the young writer as a makeshift Rasta against a pixeled and grainy 

background.  Ben brags about his talents being matured and cultivated at Albuquerque's number one Improv School - ABQ West. He invites her and Burgundi to a new comer comedy show.  

Before Sari can enjoy her first night on the town she awaken by a cow bell for a late night/crack of dawn "Lucid Dream Pitchfest" by Harold and his crew. Sari is determined to get out of there 

and on her own, but her empty bank account leaves few options.  Stumped by bad ideas and awful mojo, the crew begs Harold to go see The Melvin, but without resources for tribute this task 

is not happening.  



THE PILOT THE PILOT 

The Melvin is a mystical figure whom the fellas fear due to adoration, but worship for his sage like wisdom.  A visit to The Melvin can result in either an answer and 

salve for life's most confused avenues or a brash and hard corrective action if one does not come correct.  (We never see The Melvin's full face a la Mr. Wilson from 

Home Improvement) Gaining access to the mystery man on the 5th floor is quite easy, it only requires one offer of homemade pastries, a Broadway show tune sung by 

the requester and sometimes black chicory coffee served in a canteen, but the financial woes of Harold and the geeks make these tributes unattainable. 

Later that evening Sari and friends arrive at the Improv School. ABQ west is a small black box theater, with upstairs classrooms, ticket offices and bar area.  Ben 

introduces Sari and Burgundi to his Improv school chums MONSTER JOHN, FRADO, LADY CATHERINE and HENRI, a Russian immigrant who is never without his 

trash talking puppet LIL TYRONE STUBBS.  The quips from the slick talking puppet makes Triumph The Insult Comic Dog seem more docile than Snoopy. Sari instantly 

discovers a new confidant in the toy.

As the three enter the theater, lights dim and a host announces the special guest of the evening, MR. ROMAN KANE, co-founder and local hometown celebrity. 

There is much mystery surrounding the beautiful and handsomely aged ROMAN KANE. A Chuck Norris-esque folklore, looms over the co-founder within the regional 

community due to his absences when working on "secret productions" that never seem to be released for one reason or another. Roman hangs his hat on the fact that 

he shook hands with Paul Newman as an child extra on set of the movie classic, The Sting.  

Roman is asked by his faithful community to share the stage for old time sake. He agrees, only if he can share it with a new comer.  After some audience prodding Sari 

is the reluctant winner. 

As the two meet and shake hands upstage for the first time, a transfer of energy and an explosive emotion over takes Sari like never before in her young life.  She 

knows she has just met the man she will spend the rest of her life loving and sharing Netflix passwords. 



THE PILOT THE PILOT 

On stage, the comedy team, with their neophyte, begin a game of SIDESHOW.   

SIDESHOW is an improv game involving two people who “hosts” a slideshow party (showing off the pictures from their last vacation) while team members recreate the image that 

would be the "slide".  This bit is hilarious as the "slide team" contorts and creates difficult images to explain to the audience. 

Roman and Sari play the perfect comedy pair during this bit.  Bobbing and weaving comedic gabs like two dancers locked stepped in a tango. Sari heart races as the team leaves the 

stage, discovering two things: her future husband and the perfect place to exercise her silliness and off beat personality.  She is home.   

Side stage - Roman expresses his adoration for Sari's timing and gumption, praising the future comic for her command of the moment.  He expresses his anxious desire to work with 

her in class during the upcoming cycle, which introduces two problems for our lovestruck Sari, 1) she is not a student at ABQ, 2) her financial status is in between slim and none, she 

doesn't even have enough cab fare home.  

Making matters worse is the slender, porcelain skinned GWENDOLYN OSHI, of the YO SUSHI! Oshi's, Roman's stunning, millennial fiancée, who introduces herself to Sari, ring first.  The 

greatest triumph in Sari's new life quickly turns into obstacles and road blocks for her future self.  She turns to Harold and the guys for solace, who in turn, sends her to THE MELVIN.  

Everything known about THE MELVIN can be learned on his three Wikipedia pages. At 12, he sang a in a choir accompanying the late great Mahalia Jackson alongside a young Martin 

Luther King, Jr. At 25, he was caught in a lover's triangle with Pam Greer and Patsy Klein, after spending two years as a POW in Korea. At 47, he was on the same hospital floor as Ronald 

Reagan after the assassination attempt on the president's life. He still has the handkerchief Nancy Reagan sobbed upon.  He is old, wise, crotchety, but insightful.  

In the fifth floor hallway, Sari gets a last pep talk from Harold and his soldiers who explain the ritualistic procession in addressing The Melvin. The frightened actress forgets it all, but 

creates an instant betrothal with the wrinkled oracle. Upon meeting her and holding her hand, the gentle sage is able to feel her pains and her hopes. They share a moment Sari can't 

or won't explain to the guys. Whatever was said fueled the newly determined barista.   



THE PILOT THE PILOT 

By day, ABQ West is a well functioning machine, between writing courses, acting workshops and Improv classes the nearly 400 spots are often filled with a waiting list just as 

long, but Sari is determined to get in class and lay under the fluid "tutelage" of Roman Kane.  

If dreams were this simple everyone would attain them. Road block one comes in the form of the administration director, the cranky and petty Lady Catherine, who prides 

herself on being the top gate keeper and head of the No Fun Police of ABQ West.  

Word of mouth has spread about the mirthful barista and her chemistry with Roman. Lady Catherine lays bait to discover Sari's true motivation for enrolling in the school.  Not 

happy about Sari's gravitation to Roman, she dismisses her to the back of the waiting list with the other "Theater Thots" (T.H.O.T acronym for Those Hoes Over There). Before 

sending her away she lets her know 1.) new comers must start with entry level course of which Roman does not teach 2.) there is a waiting list where she lands at number 227.  

Dejected she takes the brochure and ponds over the application. In the waiting area, Henri and Lil Tyrone Stubbs' unwarranted parley of racial and gender cajoling sparks a 

realization for the determined quipster.   

There is a proviso in the brochure, in very small print, that grants "fast pass" admission to qualifying person from diverse backgrounds of race into ABQ WEST free of charge.  

Though our heroine appears Caucasian and her surname Irish, her mom and both grand parents are full blood Navajo.  

She slams her official Navajo Nation Registration Card in the face of the paltry administrator who raises her brash behavior with irreverent witticism.  Even though Sari's 

ethnicity guarantees her admission into the school it DOES NOT guarantee her a spot in class. Lady Catherine is quick to inform her of this regulation, but moves in slow motion 

on her computer as the classes Sari wants are all zapped up right in front of her.  She is beat for the moment, but not defeated.  

Now in school, will Sari find a way into class and ultimately find her way to her true love Roman? Yes And.., is a sitcom journey of ups, downs, frowns and laughs while twisting 

on the road to true love. 



THE THEME THE THEME 

REINVENTION
We meet all the characters of this tale find themselves at a fork in the road, 

either professionally or romantically. 

Mr. Roman Kane has failed in Hollywood and came home to pick up the 
pieces of his career and return back to his roots as a improv teacher.  

Ben finally out of his parents house after three failed attempts is finally 
ready to put himself out there as a graphic novelist/screen writer and leave 

from under his father THE SOFA BED SOFA KING’s shadow. 

Sari has never ben great or found a niche discovers a hidden talent for 
improv that will open herself and her heart to all sorts of new possibilities, 

friends and craft.



For more information about reading the Pilot script 
Please contact dbaptiste@afnycfilms.com


